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Abstract. In this paper we prove a central limit theorem for a class
of piecewise continuous and convex transformations from the unit interval
into itself.

1. Introduction. Recently many authors have discussed the ex-
istence of an invariant measure for a transformation of a compact mani-
fold into itself (Lasota and Yorke [2], [4], Lasota [5], [6], Krzyzewski and
Szlenk [7], Kosjakin and Sandier [8], Bunimovic [9], Renyi [10], Boyarsky
and Scarowsky [11]). Many of these results were proved by showing the
existence of a fixed point for the Frobenius-Perron operator. In several
situations one can strengthen these results. Namely, one can show that
the iterates of the Frobenius-Perron operator are exponentially convergent
to the fixed point. By using such result [3] we shall prove in this paper
a central limit theorem for a class of piecewise continuous and convex
transformations of the unit interval. We do not require that our
mappings are C1 and expanding. The central limit theorem for trans-
formations of the unit interval into itself was given also by Boyarsky
and Scarowsky [11], Walters [12], Ishitani [13], Wong [14[, Tran Vinh
Hien [17]. These results were generalized by Keller [16]. But he
required in his paper that transformations under consideration were
piecewise C2 and expanding.

Since our transformations are exact [2] and all iterates of our trans-
formation have property inf |(Tn)' | > 1 for n sufficiently large (Proposi-
tion 1) then Ratner's theorem in [18] implies the weak Bernoulli condi-
tion for their natural extensions. Therefore Ornstein and Friedman's
theorem [19] implies that the natural extension of our tranformations
are isomorphic to the Bernoulli shifts for which the classical central limit
theorems hold. But we do not obtain automatically from this the same
result for our transformations. In particular, it is not easy to verify
that the assumptions of the classical central limit theorems for random
variables given by Holder continuous functions or functions of bounded
variation over the unit interval are satisfied.
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The present paper consists of three sections. In the first one we
shall state our main result Theorem 1. The second section contains some
preliminary notations and auxiliary results which may be of some interest
in themselves, namely Theorem 2, Propositions 1, 2 and a lemma. The
proof of Theorem 1 we shall give in the last section.

2. A central limit theorem. Let T be a given transformation of
the unit interval into itself satisfying the following conditions:

(a) there is a partition 0 = α0 < ax < < ar — 1 of the unit
interval such that for each integer k (k = 1, , r) the restriction of T
to the interval [ak_lt ak) is continuous and convex,

(b) T{ak_x) = 0, T\ak^) > 0, k = 1, , r,
(c) Γ'(0) > 1.
In [2], it is shown that for such a transformation there exists a

unique normalized absolutely continuous measure μ invariant under Γ,
the density gμ = dμ/dm (m denotes the Lebesgue measure) is bounded
and decreasing and moreover, the system ([0,1], μ, T) is exact.

Under the above assumptions on the transformation T we shall prove
our main result:

THEOREM 1. If either
( i ) f is a function of bounded variation over [0,1]

or
(ii) f is Holder continuous

then

(1) σ2 = Eμ(f - Eμff + 2±Eμ[(f - Eμf){foT* - Eμf)] < <χ> ,

( 2 ) l i m ί α / ^ l Γ ) Σ (/ ° T* - Eμf) <z\= φσ{z) ,

( 3) lim mUl/vΊϊ) Σ (/ ° T* - EJJ ° T')) < z\ = φa{z) ,

where Eμf = [ fdμ, Em{f ° 2") = Γ /»T'dm, φ.(z) = (l/(2τr<τ)) (' exp (-t2/
JO JO J—oo

(2σ*))dt if a > 0 and &(*) = {J g > g .

3. Definitions and auxiliary results. Let ([0,1], Σ, m) be the measure
space with Lebesgue measure m and let I/̂ fO, 1], Σ, m) = Lx(m) be the
space of all functions / defined on [0,1] for which | /1 is integrable.
For a measurable nonsingular function r: [0,1] —> [0,1] (i.e., if AeΣ,
m(A) — 0 implies m(τ~\A)) = 0) we define the Frobenius-Perron operator
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PΓ: L^m) —> L^m) by the formula

PJ = A \ fdm .

ax Jr-!([o,χ])

The operator PΓ is linear, continuous and satisfies the following conditions:

(4) P r is positive: / ^ 0 => P r / ^ 0,
( 5) PΓ preserves integrals: 1 Pτfdm = I /dm , / e L^m) ,

Jo Jo

(6) Pr

π is the Frobenius-Perron operator corresponding to τn,

(7) Pτf = / iff the measure dμ — fdm is invariant under τ, i.e.,

(8) 1 (Pτf)gdm = \ (g o τ)/dm for any / 6 L^m) and # e
Jo Jo

For convenience, we shall simply denote by P the Frobenius-Perron
operator corresponding to T satisfying conditions (a)-(c).

The convergence of iterates Pn is discussed in [3] where is stated
the following:

THEOREM 2. There exist constants K > 0, c > 0 and s e (0,1) such
that for a nonnegative integrable function f with bounded variation over
[0,1]

(9) ||PV - 0,||/IkIk ^ β ir(y / + cll/lk) ,

where Vo / denotes the variation of f over [0, 1].

Now, we shall show two properties of the transformation T satisfy-
ing conditions (a)-(c) which will be needed for the proof of Theorem 1.

PROPOSITION 1. There exists noeN such that infββ[Ofl] \(Tn)'(x)\ > 1
for n > n0.

PROOF. Denote by 0 = αj < αί < cCΛ = 1 the partition correspond-
ing to Tn (i.e., Tn is convex on each interval [αJLi, aϊ) and Tn{al_ύ = 0)
and by Tl the restriction of Tn to the interval [αϊ_i, αj). The functions
T\ are increasing, continuous and differentiate except on a set of at
most countable number of points.

Consider, now, the set S = (JΓ=o T~~n({aOf alf , αr}). Since clS =
[0,1] (see the proof of Theorem 3 in [2] for details), there exists mQeN
such that for any n > m0
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(10) max (α? - aU) <V = («i/2) inf | T\x) \ .
i a?e[0,l]

Let n > m0. Define

An = Γ-"([αl, ad) = U (ΪΎΓflαo, αj)
i=l

and Bn = [0, l]\A n . It is obvious that

(11) Tn(x) <a, if x e An

and

(12) T\x) ̂  αx if xeBn.

Since the function Tπ satisfies conditions analogous to (a)-(c) and in
particular (T?)' (i = 1, 2, , rn) is increasing, by (10) and (12) for xe Bn

we have (Γ?)'(α?) ̂  α ^ . Hence, by (10)

(13) {ToTt)\x) = r(T2(x))(Tmx) ^ (ajη) inf (T'(x)) = 2
[0l]

whenever xeBn. By the same arguments and (11) for xeAn we have

(14) (ToT?)'(αO = T'(T?(x)XT?)'(x) ^ Γ'(0)(Γ?)'(α?_1) ̂  Γ'(0) inf
*e[0,i]

Inequalities (13) and (14) give us inf (Tn+1)' ^ min (2, Γ'(0) inf (Tn)') and
consequently, by induction, inf (Tn)' ^ min (2, [T'(0)]n-m° inf (Γm°)'). Hence,
since inf (Tm°Y > 0 and T"(0) > 1 we have the conclusion of Proposition 1.

PROPOSITION 2. There are C> 0 αwώ qe(0,1) sucfe ί/iαί

α? - α?_x ̂  Cqn

where 0 = α? < &Γ < * < a?n = 1 is the partition corresponding to the
transformation Tn.

PROOF. By Proposition 1, there exists n0 such that inf (Tn°Y > 1.
Put Tn° = f. It is obvious that 6? - b^ ^ (max (bt - δi_1))/(inf (ψ71)'),
where 0 = 6? < &Γ < < 6;n = 1 and 0 = δ0 < δx < < bp = 1 are
partitions corresponding to ψn and ψ , respectively. By this, since
{K K , b;n} = Γ-»°({α0, αlf , αr}) U {1} and Γ^({α0, αx, , ar}) c
3rr~m({̂ o, 0i, , ̂ r}) whenever m^n, we obtain max (α? — α?_x) ̂  Cg71

where C = p^maxiai — at^)f p = (inf f ' ) ~ l and (? = ρι/n°. q.e.d.

Now, we give a lemma corresponding to the strong mixing coefficient
for some stationary process. Before that, we establish some notations.

Let ξn be a process on the probability space ([0,1], Σ, μ) (Σ is the
σ-field of the Borel sets) given by the formula ξn = X(Tn) where X =
Σ*=i OL^iai_vai) with α̂  ̂  oίj for i ^ i and XA denotes the characteristic
function of the set A. Denote by Wlι

k the σ-field generated by the sets
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of the form {x e [0,1]: (ςk(x), , ξt(x)) e A} where A<zRl~k+1 is an (Z-fc+1)-
dimensional cube. It is easy to see that Tlk is generated by the set of
intervals Ajo>...tjk = Tfk

x Tj-\[Of 1)) where T, is the restriction of T to
the interval [α<_i, α<) and ^ = 1, , r, i = 0, , k. It is also obvious
that Tk+\AJQ,...,Jk) = Tho . . o Tik(AJo,...,ik) is an interval with the left end-
point equal to zero.

We have the following;

LEMMA. ξn is a stationary process with the strong mixing coefficients

a(ri) = sup sup sup | μ(A Π B) — μ(A)μ(B) \

satisfying

(15) a{n) ^ snM

with s from Theorem 2 and with some M > 0.

PROOF. Since the measure μ is invariant under T the process ξn is
stationary. It remains, therefore, only to prove (15).

By simple computations the Frobenius-Perron operator for the trans-
formation T satisfying (a)-(c) has the form Pf = Σί=i fdPt) I ψ\ I where

[Tf\x) for x 6 Tflα,^, at))
Ψί{X) [a, for

The functions ^ are increasing, continuous and differentiable except on
a set of at most a countable number of points. At these points φ[ can
be defined as the right hand side derivative. The functions φ\ are
decreasing and bounded (since T'(at) > 0). By its very definition the
operator P is a map from Lx into Lίf but the last formula enables us to
consider P as a map from the space of functions defined on [0,1] into
itself. It is obvious that Pf is decreasing for any decreasing /.

Let B be a Borel set and A — \JJv...tJkeIAJv...tJk where I is a subset
of the &-th Cartesian product of the set {1, 2, , r}. We have

P\gμiA) = Σ
J'I. >ii=

= ^ Σ. e

= . Σ

where Chi...tJk = Γ^Ay .̂..̂ )̂ is an interval with the left endpoint equal
to zero. Hence, Pk(gμXA) is decreasing, and moreover,
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V P ' M J ^ V g> + ll&vlk = V fir, + i
0 0 0

Now, by (7), (8) and (9) we have

A)) - gμ\\gμtA\\Ll\\Ll

P\gμXA) + c ||gμXA ||

where the constants if, c are from (9) and M = K(yig + c + 1). There-
fore, since

a(n) ^ sup sup sup | μ{T-n'\B) Π A) - μ(A)μ{B) \
k Aemk BeΣ

we obtain α(n) ^ snikίs~1. q.e.d.

4. Proof of Theorem 1. The estimation of the strong mixing
coefficients for a stationary process Xn allows us to invoke [1, Theorem
18.6.2] directly, to obtain a central limit theorem. Thus, we must only
to prove

(16) Eμ\f\2+δ < oo for some 3 > 0 ,

(17) Σ [Eμ\f - Eμ{f\mk

0}\{2+δ)/a+δ)]a+δ)n2+δ) < oo

where Eμ{f\$Jlξ} is the conditional expectation of / with respect to a

σ-field 23ΐo
fc, and

(18) Σ (a(n))a/lM) < oo
n=l

for any / satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.
Let / be of bounded variation. The inequality (16) is obvious for

each δ > 0. The condition (18) follows immediately from (10). Therefore,
it remains only to prove (17). Denote by Qk the set of intervals Aior..tik.
By Proposition 2 the length of each interval from Qk is not greater
than Cqn, where ge(0, 1). From this, for any / of bounded variation
we have

Eμ\f-Eμ{f\m}\2£ Σ ( \f-(l/μ(A))\ fdμldμ
AeQk JA L JA J

^ Σ ( (Vffdμ^Vf Σ ( (Vf)dμ
AeQk JA A 0 AeQk JA A

^ (V /) Σ (V /) sup μ(A) <: (v /Yσg".
\ 0 / ^ . e ρ f c ^ ^ e ρ f r \0 /
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Hence, since L\μ) c L\μ) for θ = (2 + δ)/(l + 8) < 2, we obtain (17).
Now, let / be Holder continuous. We have

sup | / - Eμ{f\mk

0}\ ^ sup sup
AeQk xeA

f(x) - fdμ

^ sup sup \f(x) - f{y)\ S Km(Ay ^ KCf(jf)Λ

AeQ eAx,yeA

for some K > 0 and β > 0. This yields (17) and completes the proof of
(1) and (2). Now, in the same method as in [13] we prove (3). Let

z\ = (l/l/n)
fc=o

We have

I tf/exp (ΐfβi)) -

Eμf) and z\ =

iξzl)) \

( if 2

2J

1 - exp \(iξ/\/ n) Σ (/ ° T" - Eμf)

- exp ί(ί£/i/¥) ±(foTk- Eμf)
( fc=O

:/T/"5r) fc Σ + i ( / " Γ* - JS?̂ /)

n)±(foTk-Eμf)
A;=0

»)i(/°f-4(/»n)
fc=O

1 — exp

1 — exp

1 — exp

Hence, setting w = [log n], by (9) we obtain

lim = 0

uniformly on any bounded interval. This gives us (3) and completes the
proof of Theorem 1.

Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 1, without any difficul-
ties we may prove the following:

THEOREM 3. If σ > 0, then

lim v
n-»oo

whenever \/ldv/dm <

Tk)) < z\ - φa{z)
)
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